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Reviewer's report:

This article investigates the much discussed effect of gastric bypass surgery in diabetes remission, and dissociates it from weight loss, using three distinct population groups to compare glycemic parameters.

The primary point of this investigation is the groups and subpopulations separation method, which is analyzed in detail. The separation criteria are acceptable and the conclusions reached are adequate, as a large number of factors are presented in the tables and cross compared among the groups. The references provided represent the majority of opinions.

Nonetheless, due to the complexity of the study, it is strongly advised that the authors rethink the abbreviations given to each group, specifically the pre surgery diabetes mellitus type 2 turned non-diabetics post-surgery, and pre and post surgery diabetes mellitus type 2.

In addition, the tables provided represent a large amount of data and analyses, which are difficult to follow due to the poor formatting and short figure legends. Further grouping and more detailed explanations to specific data can assist the strength of the paper conclusion.
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